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Gain freedom and flexibility & streamline your path to cloud value 

Whether you’re considering a data center expansion, full migration, 

disaster recovery, or building brand new applications, your organization 

needs flexibility to execute successfully. 

Flexible, cost-effective solutions

Our Managed VMware Cloud on AWS services allow you to consume what 

you want, when you need it – on your terms. 

This includes a cost-effective cloud for vSphere with resources that can be 

right-sized, a choice in storage and where workloads run, custom firewall 

policies, and access to native AWS services. 

Consume cloud with total flexibility

Connect to native AWS Cloud services

Maximize cloud cost-effectiveness

Benefits

Managed VMware Cloud on AWS

83%
less unplanned 

downtime

27%
improved app 

performance

48%
more efficient IT 

infrastructure teams

46%
faster migrations

Source: IDC, “The Business Value of Running Applications on VMware Cloud on AWS in VMware Hybrid Cloud Environments,” October 2021

Quickly scale & expand to new geographies

Improve overall business agility

Support your digital transformation agenda

Modernization EngineersTM

Access to a team of certified expertise that delivers 

simplicity, choice, and innovation.

Cloud Transformation

Access to AWS portfolio of services and applications 

to realize your cloud transformation strategy –

without impacting day-to-day business operations.

Fast Expansion

We enable rapid deployment of cloud resources 

in new geographies to move apps closer to users 

and meet data residency requirements.

Maintain a Trusted Security Posture

Leverage DevOps automation and continuous 

asset discovery ensuring complete visibility into 

your environment.

Modern Cloud Management for VMware Cloud on AWS
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Flexible consumption models

Managed VMware Cloud on AWS

Resource Pools Virtual Machines

Right size our smallest unit of 

consumption to your 

workload needs with secure, 

configurable resources and 

pay-as-you-go pricing to suit 

your budget and cloud 

requirements.

Gain complete flexibility with 

access to secure virtual data 

center resources pooled 

across multiple VMware Cloud 

on AWS nodes, tuned to 

support your estate’s capacity 

and performance for cloud.

Seamless migrations with near-zero application transformation

Nodes

Access VMware Cloud on AWS 

hosts and gain the benefits of 

VMware Cloud Foundation 

compute, storage, and network 

virtualization solutions 

optimized to run on dedicated, 

elastic, bare-metal AWS 

infrastructure.


